Extraction of Mosaic Regions through Projection and Filtering of Features from Image Big Data
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Abstract. When uploading multimedia data such as photos or videos on social network services, websites, and so on, certain parts of the human body or personal information are often exposed. Therefore, it is frequent that the face of a person is blurred out to protect the portrait right of a particular person, and that repulsive objects are covered with mosaic blocks to prevent others from feeling disgusted. In this paper, an algorithm that detects mosaic regions blurring out certain blocks based on the edge projection is proposed. The proposed algorithm initially detects the edge and uses the horizontal and vertical line edge projections to detect the mosaic candidate blocks. Subsequently, geometrical features such as size, aspect ratio and compactness are used to filter the candidate mosaic blocks, and the actual mosaic blocks are finally detected. The experiment results showed that the proposed algorithm detected mosaic blocks more accurately than other methods.
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1. Introduction

Recently, with the rapid development of mobile sensing, computer networks, high-definition cameras and artificial intelligence technologies, the amount of social multimedia data available is increasing explosively [1-5]. In particular, as smart mobile devices and location-based services are expanded, real-time location-based video data are actively used, and such digital image data are creating large-scale big data [6-10]. Additionally, related real application programs that can be used to effectively search and process such social multimedia data are diversely developed and utilized in various social computing fields [11-15].

In general, a color image includes valuable information but also includes information not preferred being exposed to other people. For example, Google Street View [16, 17] that can be used by ordinary people to freely search and confirm a map through an Internet browser sometimes exposes the face of a person or the license plate of a car, which is considered the personal information of a particular person. The service uses 11 lenses of 100 million pixels, which are captured in high quality to provide relatively detailed scenes such as bus routes, street structure and people.

However, in some cases, the street view service is too private, leading to a backlash and criticism of invading privacy. In fact, when she entered the address of a woman in
California into a street view search window, she saw a cat being raised through her living room window. Besides, the view of women who are on the street or sunbathing in bikinis has been shown in the street view, which has increased the controversy over whether or not human rights violations are excessive among Internet users. As such, as social video services that can be usefully utilized in real life are developed, it is expected that image big data exposed to personal information will also increase exponentially.

In addition, in the process of searching blogs on the Internet, uploaded pictures or video clips sometimes include the face or some body part of a person who does not wish to be exposed. In other words, the Internet is also causing dysfunction by providing users with indiscriminately exposed video contents that require social control. Video contents that contain personal information and exposed human body parts or harmful contents are easily exposed and distributed to children and adolescents who lack judgment and restraint without any sanctions. It is a big problem. Furthermore, if various video contents, including exposed human body parts, are made available to the public, the mental damage and side effects to the parties concerned are expected to be beyond imagination.

Nowadays, some websites or mass media have access to articles on the damage of video content that exposes personal information, so the side effects of this do not seem to be apparent. However, not long after, the existing mega-class Internet will bring a quantum jump to speed and it will be replaced by a Giga-class Internet with a different communication life. Video content will also explode. Therefore, it is clearly expected that this kind of various harmful video contents will overflow in the near future because video data can be viewed in a much more natural and faster environment than now.

Accordingly, mosaic blocks are frequently used nowadays to blur out such areas [18]. In particular, particular attention is paid to induce the generated mosaic blocks to be harmonized with the surrounding blocks. In addition, in the image processing fields related to detection of harmful and adult images [19, 20] and in the real application fields related to computer vision and pattern recognition, to effectively determine whether or not the given input image includes exposed body parts not preferred by users, an attempt is being made to detect the image parts processed with grid-type mosaic blocks [21].

The existing studies associated with the field where mosaic-processed blocks are automatically detected from such digital image data can be found in the related references. In [22], the edge was detected from the input image, and the candidate mosaic blocks were generated based on the detected edge. Then, the actual mosaic blocks were finally selected through the filtering process that uses geometrical features. In [23], to accurately detect mosaic blocks, the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm was used. As far as this method is concerned, the Sobel edge was detected from the input image, the clustering features were extracted, and the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm was applied to distinguish between general image blocks and grid-type mosaic blocks. In [24], the edge was detected from the image, and the template matching was used to detect the candidate mosaic domains. Finally, a support vector machine (SVM) was used to select the final actual mosaic blocks. In [25], a method is proposed that analyzes mosaic features in detail using a template matching-based method and then detects mosaics in the spatial domain. This method employs two strategies to speed up the detection of mosaics: a new template matching strategy and preprocessing of edge
images. In addition to such methods, many methods are used to effectively detect mosaic blocks [26].

Although the existing approaches described above are capable of extracting mosaic-processed blocks to a certain extent, they are not sufficient in terms of accuracy. To this day, studies related to algorithms generating and detecting mosaic blocks are relatively not actively conducted. Accordingly, in this paper, a new algorithm that can be used to effectively detect grid-type mosaic blocks based on the Canny edge projection was proposed. In this paper, the mosaic blocks used to blur out particular human body parts in harmful or adult images were selected as the main detection targets. In general, although the mosaic blocks used in harmful images may vary in size depending on the block to be blurred out, such mosaic blocks tend to be based on a simple format rather than a complicated format. Although there are harmful images that include blurring or virtual object insertion instead of grid-type mosaic blocks, most harmful images tend to use mosaic blocks to this day.

The methods introduced in this study have the following main contributions compared to other existing methods: First, the proposed method detected edges from color images being entered and then newly defined an edge that is connected continuously for more than a certain length in horizontal and vertical directions as a line edge. The line edge introduced in this paper can be usefully used as a new feature in object detection and image segmentation. Second, the proposed method was to project a line edge and then compare the frequency of the projected edges to effectively detect the boundaries of the blocks forming the mosaic. Third, the proposed algorithm improves the accuracy of final mosaic area detection by extracting geometric features such as size, aspect ratio, and density and robustly filtering candidate areas of mosaic detected in the previous phase.

Figure 1 shows the overall flow chart of the mosaic detection algorithm proposed in this paper. As shown in Figure 1, the proposed algorithm initially detects the Canny edge features from the input color image, then extracts the line edge over a certain length. Candidate regions of the mosaic are then detected based on horizontal and vertical line edge projection. Subsequently, the final actual grid-type mosaic regions are detected by removing the non-mosaic region through robust filtering of candidate mosaic regions using geometrical features such as size, aspect ratio, and compactness.
In this paper, we robustly detect the mosaic area in blocks to effectively protect specific parts of the human body exposed from the input images. This is to accurately detect images harmful to adolescents or children by detecting grid-type mosaic areas. Therefore, the proposed system does not recognize the detected mosaic region, nor does it remove the detected mosaic or generate a new mosaic. In other words, the suggested algorithm extracts a grid-type mosaic feature that can be used to detect harmful images along with color, edge, skin region, texture, contour, and shape features.

The remaining chapters of this paper are constructed as follows. In Chapter 2, diverse existing studies conducted in related to the mosaic detection methods used in the image processing and video analysis fields are described. In Chapter 3, the method for extracting the candidate mosaic blocks through extracting the edge and using the horizontal and vertical projections of the extracted edge is described. In Chapter 4, the method that uses geometrical features to remove the non-mosaic blocks from the candidate mosaic blocks and filtering the actual mosaic blocks is described. In Chapter 5, the results of an experiment conducted to compare and evaluate the performance of the proposed mosaic detection method are described. In Chapter 6, the conclusion of this paper is described and the future research direction is described as well.

2. Related Work

As information communication technologies, miniaturized displays, and inexpensive storage devices make progress, the volume of available social multimedia data is increasing exponentially [27-33]. However, such video data usually include valuable
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information, but also include information not preferred being exposed to other people such as the face or human body part of other people. Accordingly, to determine whether or not given video data include information not preferred by users, an attempt is being made to detect the image parts processed with grid-type mosaic blocks. Therefore, in recent years, the need for a technique for robustly detecting such mosaic regions and effectively filtering out the detected mosaic areas has been raised. Various existing methods related to the detection of grid-type mosaics, which are introduced in related documents, are as follows.

As far as the method using the edge [22] is concerned, to accurately identify the harmfulness of the input color image, a technique detecting the grid-type mosaic blocks in an adult image was proposed. In this method, to detect the grid-type mosaic blocks mainly used in adult video content, an algorithm was conducted in two major phases: a phase where the candidate mosaic blocks were detected and a phase where the candidate mosaic blocks were verified. Initially, in the phase where the candidate mosaic blocks were detected, the edge was detected from the input color image, a mosaic map was generated and binarized based on the detected edge image, and the final candidate mosaic blocks were detected. In the phase where the candidate mosaic blocks were verified, the mosaic map value of the candidate mosaic blocks and the geometrical features of the candidate mosaic blocks were used to detect the final mosaic blocks. The experimental results of this method showed that the proposed method is generally superior to the adult image, but shows slightly higher false detection on non-mosaic images. Most of the candidate regions using mosaic maps included mosaics, but false or non-detection occurred somewhat because a verification method using a simple threshold was used. Further research is needed on the part of the verification of candidate areas. The overall performance of the suggested edge-based mosaic detection algorithm was not bad. Figure 2 shows the overall flow diagram of the edge map-based mosaic detection approach.

As far as the method using the clustering [23] is concerned, a new mosaic block detection method that detects mosaic blocks based on the fuzzy c-means clustering was proposed. Image recognition techniques are commonly applied to detect degraded video in television viewing systems. Mosaic signals, which degrade the quality of the video, occur easily in TV signals. This approach consisted of three major phases. In the first phase, the input video is captured by the digital TV receiver and decoded into video frames. The input image is then converted into the gray-scale image and the Sobel edge detection algorithm was applied to the input color image to acquire the edge image. In the second phase, by using the extracted edge as the target, the clustering features of the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm were extracted. In the Sobel edge detection algorithm, an adaptive thresholding is used to convert gray-scale images to binary images. Subsequently, features for the clustering algorithm are extracted by the direct
selection method. In the third phase, the fuzzy c-means clustering was applied, and the mosaic blocks were distinguished from all general image blocks. In other words, according to the classification result, mosaic blocks of the image are detected. If the number of mosaic blocks is higher than the predefined threshold, the image is considered a frame with mosaic blocks. Based on the experimental results of this method, it was specified that the algorithm used in this method was able to distinguish the actual mosaic blocks relatively well and that the incorrect detection rate was comparatively low. In particular, the existing mosaic detection method has a disadvantage that it is not possible to distinguish between Chinese characters and actual mosaic, but the proposed method detects the actual mosaic area more robustly. Figure 3 shows the overall flowchart of the fuzzy c-means clustering-based mosaic block detection method.

![Overall flowchart of the clustering-based method.](image)

As far as the method using the macroblock [24] is concerned, a macroblock format was utilized to detect mosaic blocks. In general, as far as a digital video is concerned, mosaic blocks are expressed as one of the general phenomena resulting from video defects and are what lowers the quality of a video. Accordingly, restoring a video by detecting mosaic blocks is gradually becoming more important. In general, since a macroblock is the smallest synchronization unit used in video images, mosaic regions occur in the unit of macroblock. In this paper, a mosaic block detection method based on the macroblock’s solid edge detection was proposed. The edge of an image is a collection of image pixels. The gray-scale of a pixel often varies greatly, and such collections of pixels are often closed curves. The curve concentrates most of the
information of the image. Therefore, extracting image edges is very important for recognizing and understanding the whole image. For this purpose, initially, the input color image was processed based on the Canny edge detection algorithm, and the edge image was acquired. Secondly, the binarized edge image was traversed based on the macroblock, and the solid edge of the macroblock was determined. In this study, solid edges are defined as clear edges in macroblocks and can be acted as the determination of mosaic blocks. In this method, depending on the edge detection result, the edge type of the macro block can be divided into five types. Finally, the mosaic block was determined based on the number of all the macroblocks’ solid edges. In other words, if the number of mosaic macro blocks of a video frame is greater than the number threshold of macro blocks, this frame is indicated as a mosaic frame. The experimental results of this method showed the good performance of the proposed algorithm. Compared to the video mosaic detection method based on support vector machine [34, 35] and template matching [36, 37], the complexity is low, thus it is faster and does not require data training. Besides, the method is simple and efficient.

The quality of a video may be lowered by physical issues such as repeated projection, low-quality compression, decompression and defective chemical degradation of original recording data. It is gradually becoming more important to use broad-based digital media application programs to find a quality-degraded video. One general video defect is mosaic blocks where an original image information loss occurs due to a few squares combined together. As far as the template matching-based method [25] is concerned, a method for detecting mosaic defects in spatial and edge domains was proposed after specifically analyzing the characteristics of a mosaic defect. In this method, four even squares were initially detected, and the intersection points of the squares were selected as the mosaic macroblock (MMB)’s features. The mosaic consisted of various MMBs. Meanwhile, an automatic detection algorithm prompt and effective in an edge domain was proposed by analyzing the existing approach method. In this method, to increase the mosaic detection speed, two new tricks were selected: a new template matching strategy and the edge image pre-processing. The experimental results of this method showed the outstanding performance of the proposed algorithm. In the future, the idea of the proposed mosaic detection approach can be applied broadly to solve other problems for degraded video defect detection, such as digital dropout, betacam dropout, and so on.

In addition to the various methods described above, new methods related to mosaic detection are being continuously introduced [26]. Although the existing algorithms described above are capable of accurately detecting mosaic-processed blocks to a certain extent, they are relatively not sufficient in terms of accuracy. Also, existing methods have various constraints on the photographing environment or condition of the color image and the grid mosaic area. To this day, new studies related to image processing and pattern recognition algorithms that generate and detect grid-type mosaics to blur out target objects exposing personal information are not as actively conducted as other studies.
3. Extraction of Candidate Mosaic Blocks

The grid-type mosaic areas included in the input color image consist of mosaic blocks (MB). In general, such mosaic blocks demonstrate the following four characteristics. Initially, the pixels located within a mosaic block share the same color. Accordingly, no edge exists within a mosaic block. Secondly, mosaic blocks share the same size. In other words, both the horizontal length and the vertical length of the mosaic block are the same. Thirdly, mosaic blocks are adjacent to one another and form a cluster. Fourthly, no edge exists among adjacent mosaic blocks sharing the same gray value.

In this paper, initially, the Canny edge CE(x, y) was extracted from the input image [38-42]. As far as a color image is concerned, since an edge is one of the important features for detecting mosaics, as the initial phase, to accurately extract an edge image is very important. In general, since the Canny edge demonstrates comparatively high accuracy in terms of finding the contour line, it is one of the most used edge detectors in the image processing and computer vision fields.

Canny edge extraction consists of four major steps. First, a Gaussian smoothing is applied to the input color image. Second, the Sobel operator is applied to the smoothed result image to obtain the edge strength map and the edge direction map. Third, non-maximum suppression is applied to create a thin-thickness edge map. Fourth, hysteresis thresholding is applied to remove false positives. In general, Canny edge extraction has the advantage of accurately detecting edges, while the algorithm is complicated and takes some time to execute. The horizontal and vertical masks used for Canny edge extraction in this paper are shown in Figure 4.

![Horizontal and Vertical Mask](image)

**Fig. 4.** Horizontal and vertical mask.

The proposed system detects edges connected continuously over TH\textsubscript{line} pixels in the horizontal direction (0° or 180°) from the extracted canny edge, which are called horizontal line edge LE\textsubscript{h}(x, y) in this paper. Besides, edges continuously connected over TH\textsubscript{line} pixels in the vertical direction (90° or 270°) are detected and named as vertical line edge LE\textsubscript{v}(x, y).

Then, as shown in (1), the vertical line edge LE\textsubscript{v}(x, y) is projected in the direction of the x axis. A set of x coordinates in which Proj(x), which is the number of pixels accumulated through projection, is equal to or greater than TH\textsubscript{accum} is obtained as shown in (3).
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\[ \text{Proj}(x) = \sum_{y=0}^{H} \text{LE}_v(x, y) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ \text{Proj}(y) = \sum_{x=0}^{W} \text{LE}_h(x, y) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Similarly, as shown in (2), the horizontal line edge \( \text{LE}_h(x, y) \) is projected in the \( y \)-axis direction. Then, a set of \( y \) coordinates in which \( \text{Proj}(y) \), which is the number of pixels accumulated through the projection, is equal to or greater than \( \text{TH}_{\text{accum}} \) is acquired as shown in (4). In (1) and (2), \( W \) and \( H \) represent the width and height of the input image.

\[ X_{\text{accum}} = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

\[ Y_{\text{accum}} = \{ y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

\( X_{\text{diff}} \), the difference among the adjacent \( x \) coordinates in group \( X_{\text{accum}} \), and \( Y_{\text{diff}} \), the difference among the adjacent \( y \) coordinates in group \( Y_{\text{accum}} \) are calculated as shown in (5) and (6), respectively. Then, of \( X_{\text{diff}} \) and \( Y_{\text{diff}} \), the values having the highest frequency and the value having the lowest frequency are selected and determined as \( N \) and \( M \) of the mosaic blocks having a size equivalent to the \( N \times M \) pixel size.

\[ X_{\text{diff}} = \{ x_k - x_{k-1} \mid x_k \in X_{\text{accum}}, \ k = 2, 3, 4, \ldots, m \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ Y_{\text{diff}} = \{ y_k - y_{k-1} \mid y_k \in Y_{\text{accum}}, \ k = 2, 3, 4, \ldots, n \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

We select \( x \) coordinates where the difference between adjacent \( x \) coordinates in the set \( X_{\text{accum}} \) is \( N \), and \( y \) coordinates where the difference between adjacent \( y \) coordinates in \( Y_{\text{accum}} \) is \( M \), as shown in (7) and (8).

\[ X_{\text{mosaic}} = \{ x_k \mid x_k \in X_{\text{accum}}, (x_k - x_{k-1}) = N \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[ Y_{\text{mosaic}} = \{ y_k \mid y_k \in Y_{\text{accum}}, (y_k - y_{k-1}) = M \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The minimum enclosing rectangle (MER) \([43, 44]\) regarding the domain including all the locations \((x, y)\) having a value included in \( X_{\text{mosaic}} \) as the input image’s \( x \) coordinate and a value included in \( Y_{\text{mosaic}} \) as the input image’s \( y \) coordinate are selected as shown in (9), and the defined MER is selected as the candidate mosaic block to be detected in this paper. In (9), \((x_p, y_p)\) and \((x_q, y_q)\) refer to the initial and final coordinates of the MER, respectively. The candidate regions of the grid-type mosaic defined as in (9) are used as the input data of the actual mosaic detection step, which is the next step.

\[ \text{MER}_{\text{mosaic}} = \{ x_p, y_p, x_q, y_q \} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Figure 5 shows the main process flow diagram for extracting the candidate mosaic blocks mentioned above.
Fig. 5. Process flow diagram of detecting candidate mosaic areas.
4. Mosaic Detection through Filtering

In this paper, the geometrical features [45-50] are used to remove the candidate blocks determined to be non-mosaic blocks among the detected candidate mosaic blocks, and only actual mosaic regions are selected. The geometrical features $F_{\text{model}}$ used for removing the candidate mosaic blocks are the size feature $\text{size}(R_i)$, the aspect ratio feature $\text{aspect}(R_i)$ and the compactness feature $\text{compact}(R_i)$ of the candidate mosaic blocks, and such features are defined and utilized as shown in equations (10) to (13).

$$F_{\text{model}} = \{\text{size}(R_i), \text{aspect}(R_i), \text{compact}(R_i)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\text{size}(R_i) = \frac{\text{Num}(R_i)}{W \times H}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$\text{aspect}(R_i) = \frac{\text{MER}_w(R_i)}{\text{MER}_h(R_i)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$\text{compact}(R_i) = \frac{\text{Num}(R_i)}{\text{MER}_w(R_i) \times \text{MER}_h(R_i)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

In equations (10) to (13), $F_{\text{model}}$ represents a feature model for the mosaic region that contains three geometrical features. $R_i$ refers to the i-th region among the candidate mosaic regions extracted in the previous phase. $W$ and $H$ represent the horizontal length and the vertical length of the input color image, respectively. $\text{Num}(R_i)$ refers to the total number of pixels included within the candidate mosaic block $R_i$. Besides, $\text{MER}_w(R_i)$ and $\text{MER}_h(R_i)$ refer to the horizontal length and the vertical length, respectively, of the minimum enclosing rectangle included for candidate mosaic block $R_i$.

Initially, the candidate block’s size feature $\text{size}(R_i)$ is used to effectively remove the too small candidate mosaic blocks. Usually, a candidate mosaic region having a small size is extracted when an unexpected noise is inserted in an input color image or when a small-sized object having line edges exists in the color image [51-54]. In other words, an area that is too small is not considered a grid-type mosaic. Mosaic blocks are usually used to mask areas of the exposed body in harmful images. In particular, it produces mosaic blocks of larger size rather than precisely fitting to the exposed body region. Therefore, candidate regions of relatively small size are removed from the candidate group of mosaics.

The aspect ratio feature $\text{aspect}(R_i)$ is used to effectively remove the non-mosaic blocks that too excessively lean toward one direction. Although grid-type mosaic blocks too excessively extended towards a particular direction may exist, such blocks are not frequently found in actual harmful or adult images. In other words, most of the exposed areas of the human body parts in the harmful image are located in the center of the input color image, and the shape of the corresponding area exists in a constant ratio in the horizontal direction and the vertical direction rather than in one direction.

The $\text{compact}(R_i)$ is used to remove the non-mosaic blocks having low compactness within the block. Usually, since there is no hole inside the grid-type mosaic area, the density of the region is high. Therefore, in the proposed method, when the density feature of the candidate mosaic region is relatively low, the candidate region is considered as the non-mosaic region and removed from the candidate mosaic group.
In this paper, as shown in (14), (15) and (16), the geometrical features defined above are applied to the candidate mosaic blocks, and the blocks having a threshold lower than the predefined threshold [55-58] are determined to be non-mosaic blocks and are removed from the candidate blocks. In (14), (15) and (16), \( TH_{size} \), \( TH_{aspect} \), and \( TH_{compact} \) refer to the predefined threshold size, threshold aspect ratio and threshold compactness of the candidate mosaic block, respectively. In this paper, such threshold values are artificially defined in advance through the repeated experiments.

\[
IF \ (\text{size}(R_i) < TH_{size}) \ THEN \\
\text{eliminate } R_i \\
ELSE \\
\text{select } R_i \text{ as a mosaic region} \\
IF \ (\text{aspect}(R_i) < TH_{aspect}) \ THEN \\
\text{eliminate } R_i \\
ELSE \\
\text{select } R_i \text{ as a mosaic region} \\
IF \ (\text{compact}(R_i) < TH_{compact}) \ THEN \\
\text{eliminate } R_i \\
ELSE \\
\text{select } R_i \text{ as a mosaic region}
\] (14)

In this paper, the three features defined above are applied to the candidate mosaic blocks to remove all the blocks determined to be non-mosaic blocks, and the remaining blocks are finally determined to be the actual mosaic blocks.

Although it is possible that general mosaic blocks, for example, mosaic blocks used to blur out particular buildings or signs, can be removed due to geometrical features such as aspect ratio and size, since mosaic blocks that blur out body parts are set as the main detection targets in this paper, the geometrical features used in this paper are effectively operated. Figure 6 shows the overall flow of the approach for filtering candidate mosaic areas.

In the future, to further improve the performance of the proposed system, in addition to the features used in this paper, it is necessary to additionally define new features that can represent grid-type mosaics such as texture and smoothness features. There is also a need for an algorithm that accurately and quickly extracts the newly defined features from the input image. In particular, the proposed system should define the weights that indicate the importance of each feature, and it is also necessary to improve the performance of the proposed mosaic detection system by adaptively and automatically adjusting the weights according to the environment in which the image is taken.
Fig. 6. Overall flow of the candidate filtering process.

5. Experimental Results

In this paper, the personal computer used for experiments consisted of Intel Core(TM) i7 2.83 GHz CPU and 8GB main memory, and is equipped with Windows 7 operating system. Microsoft’s Visual Studio and OpenCV open-source computer vision library are used to implement the proposed algorithm. To comparatively evaluate the performance of the algorithm proposed in this paper, various types of indoor and outdoor input color images including grid-type mosaic blocks are collected and utilized. Such images are captured in diverse natural indoor and outdoor environments where no particular restrictions are set. Figure 7 shows an example of the input color images with grid-type mosaic regions.
Figure 8 (a) shows an input color image in which mosaic blocks exist, and Figure 8 (b) shows the result of the Canny edge features extracted from an input image. As shown in Figure 8 (a), there is a grid-type mosaic area near the center of the input image. In Figure 8 (b), it can be seen that the line-shaped edges are concentrated in the center of the image. As expected, Figure 8 shows that the Canny edge represents the object’s appearance information relatively accurately.

Figure 9 (a) shows the histogram of horizontally projected line edges, and Figure 9 (b) shows the histogram of vertically projected line edges. As shown in Figure 9, it can be seen that the frequency of the histogram of the line edges is relatively high in the region where the grid-type mosaic blocks exist.
Fig. 9. Histogram of projected line edges.

Figure 10 shows the result of the actual mosaic blocks remaining after removing non-mosaic blocks from the candidate mosaic blocks through the application of geometrical features.

Fig. 10. Detected mosaic region.

In this paper, we used an accuracy measure defined as (17) and (18) to quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed mosaic detection algorithm [59-63]. In (17) and (18), $N_{TP}$ indicates the number of mosaic regions accurately detected, $N_{FP}$ represents the number of regions that are incorrectly detected as mosaic regions but not mosaic regions, and $N_{FN}$ denotes the number of mosaic regions that are not detected. In (17) and (18), $R_{\text{precision}}$ represents a relative ratio of mosaic regions accurately detected among the entire mosaic regions detected from the input color image, and $R_{\text{recall}}$ is a relative ratio of mosaic regions accurately detected among all mosaic regions present in the input image.

$$R_{\text{precision}} = \frac{N_{TP}}{N_{TP} + N_{FP}} \quad (17)$$

$$R_{\text{recall}} = \frac{N_{TP}}{N_{TP} + N_{FN}} \quad (18)$$
In this paper, the performance of the proposed method is compared and evaluated in terms of accuracy with that of the existing template matching method. Figures 11 and 12 show graphically the measurement results of the accuracy of the two mosaic detection algorithms obtained from (17) and (18). As shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, the proposed feature projection-based method reduces false detection of the mosaic area, so it can be confirmed that it detects mosaic areas from an image more robustly.

As shown in Figures 11 and 12, it was confirmed that the proposed algorithm used the horizontal and vertical edge projections to detect grid-type mosaic blocks more accurately than the existing method. However, in the case where mosaic blocks are generated in the parts of the input image in which the image quality is degraded, it is possible that the detection accuracy of the proposed method may be decreased. In addition, in this paper, a line edge was used to decrease any error caused by a noise edge. Accordingly, although a noise line edge having a size below a particular size was not automatically considered, any error caused by a noise line edge having a size above that particular size was unavoidable. To solve this issue, it is necessary to either conduct pre-processing such as image smoothing to decrease the noise to the utmost extent possible or adaptively adjust the size of \( TH_{line} \), the threshold determining the line edge, according to the noise inclusion level.

![Fig. 11. Precision rates.](image-url)
Besides, in this paper, as described above, harmful images were selected as the main targets for detecting mosaic regions. Namely, since the images used in the experiments were mostly images that explicitly reveal human body parts or show sexual intercourse performed between a male and a female, it is difficult to include such images as the contents of this paper. Therefore, we selected color images that do not contain these body parts and inserted the input and resulting images into the paper.

6. Conclusion

Recently, as low-priced high-quality cameras are developed and information communication technology makes rapid progress, the types of available video data are diversified. However, such video data sometimes include information not preferred to be exposed to other people such as the face, resident registration number and exposed body part of a person. Accordingly, in the process of uploading a photo or a video on websites or blogs, the face of a person or particular objects are frequently processed with mosaic blocks to protect the portrait rights of a person or to prevent other people from being disgusted. In recent years, there is an increasing need for a new research for effectively detecting a target object region including personal information in an image and blocking the detected object.

In this paper, a new algorithm that more robustly detects the grid-type mosaic blocks from an input image based on the horizontal and vertical line edge projections was proposed. As far as the proposed method is concerned, initially, the Canny edge was extracted from a color image, then the line edges consecutively connected in the horizontal and vertical directions were extracted. Subsequently, the edges in the horizontal and vertical directions were projected, the frequency of the projected edges was calculated, and the candidate mosaic blocks were detected. Subsequently, geometrical features such as size, aspect ratio, and compactness of the detected candidate blocks were used to filter the candidate blocks. Accordingly, non-mosaic...
blocks were effectively removed from the candidate mosaic blocks, and the actual mosaic blocks were accurately extracted. In the paper, the experiment results showed that the proposed line edge projection-based method detected grid-type mosaic regions from various types of input color images more robustly than other existing methods.

The proposed grid-type mosaic detection algorithm based on line edge feature projection is expected to be very useful for various practical applications related to video contents such as personal information blocking, video data security, image restoration and post-processing, and harmful image detection. Besides, the proposed grid-type mosaic detection algorithm can be linked to the process of recognizing the detected mosaic region and the procedure of removing the detected mosaic.

In the future, various parameters such as the threshold used in the grid-type mosaic detection algorithm proposed in this paper will be repeatedly tested and adaptively adjusted to enhance the efficiency of the current mosaic detection algorithm. Besides, artificial intelligence-based learning algorithms such as the deep new learning network frequently used nowadays will be used to systematically learn the line edge-based features extracted in this paper and enhance the mosaic block detection accuracy. Also, still and dynamic color images captured in more diverse indoor and outdoor environments will be applied to the proposed algorithm to enhance the robustness of the proposed algorithm.
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